HOW THE WORLD REALLY WORKS

The world does not work the way we have been led to believe - by our mainstream media, our politicians, our
corporations, our financial institutions, the military or our schools.
We are bombarded daily with so much misinformation, disinformation, propaganda, half-truths, and outright lies, that
it takes a persistent individual to sort through the fog of information to find the truth.
The excerpts from the books on this website may help you destroy the myths, discover the truth, and educate
yourself about how the world really works.

DO PSYCHOPATHS RULE THE WORLD?
Throughout history, psychopaths, sociopaths and character-disordered individuals have ruled societies. And, they rule ours.
Roman Emperor Caligula
"During times of universal deceit, telling the truth becomes a revolutionary act."
George Orwell
"We are ruled, though it may be difficult to imagine, by a small dynastic power structure, largely consisting of powerful banking
families, such as the Rothschilds, Rockefellers, and others. They emerged in controlling the financial system, extended their
influence over the political system, the educational system, and, through the major foundations, have become the dominant
social powers of our world, creating think tanks and other institutions which shape and change the course of society and modern
human history."
Andrew Gavin Marshall
"The master planners devised the strategy of a merger - a Great Merger - among nations.
But before such a merger can be consummated, and the United States becomes just another province in a New World Order,
there must at least be the semblance of parity among the senior partners in the deal. How does one make the nations of the world
more nearly equal? The Insiders determined that a two-prong approach was needed; use American money and know-how to
build up your competitors, while at the same time use every devious strategy you can devise to weaken and impoverish this
country. The goal is not to bankrupt the United States. Rather, it is to reduce our productive might, and therefore our standard of
living, to the meager subsistence level of the socialized nations of the world.
The plan is not to bring the standard of living in less developed countries up to our level, but to bring ours down to meet theirs
coming up... It is your standard of living which must be sacrificed on the altar of the New World Order."
Gary Allen in his book "The Rockefeller File"
"The powers of financial capitalism had a far-reaching aim, nothing less than to create a world system of financial control in
private hands able to dominate the political system of each country and the economy of the world as a whole. This system was to
be controlled in a feudalist fashion by the central banks of the world acting in concert, by secret agreements arrived at in frequent
private meetings and conferences."
Carroll Quigley in his book "Tragedy and Hope"
"If the New World Order types had some kindness, some humanity, some morality perhaps One World Government is what we
need. But mainly these are nasty people with a lust for money and a ruthless disregard for human suffering. Sadly this is all made
possible by a mainstream media that is owned and controlled by these very forces. Because the people who own media choose
wherever it is that the light is to be shone. So the same stories and the same sound bites across six media conglomerates
constitute what the public is to learn about their world and their country."
Chris Pratt from his movie "Deception"

"The question is not how to get good people to rule; the question is how to stop the powerful from doing as much damage as
they can to us."
Karl Popper
"While modern dynasties share many characteristics of past ruling families, they have their major distinctions, largely derived
from the fact that most of them do not hold formal political or absolute authority. Past dynasties typically held absolute authority
over their local regions, states or kingdoms. That type of authority does not exist at the major state, regional or global levels
today, with few exceptions, such as the ruling monarchs of the Gulf Arab dictatorships. Yet, while the mechanism of authority is
less centralized or formalized in the modern world, the scope and reach of authority or influence has expanded exponentially. In
short, while in past eras, a single family may have exerted absolute authority over a comparably small region or empire, today,
the indirect influence of a dynastic family may reach across the globe, though it remains far from absolute."
Andrew Gavin Marshall
"The global elite thrives on war and widespread human misery, on death and destruction by design."
Mujahid Kamran
"The US and UK governments' relentless backing for the global spread of genetically modified seeds was in fact the
implementation of a decades long policy of the Rockefeller Foundation since the 1930's, when it funded Nazi eugenics research - i.e. mass-scale population reduction, and control of darker-skinned races by an Anglo-Saxon white elite. As some of these
circles saw it, war as a means of population reduction was costly and not that efficient."
F. William Engdahl in his book "Seeds of Destruction"
"Over 400 years ago, the Florentine statesman Niccolo Machiavelli engaged in a profound study of methods used by various
rulers to attain power... The findings of Machiavelli and other students of power decree that to obtain power it is essential to
ignore the moral laws of man and of God; that promises must be made only with the intention to deceive and to mislead others to
sacrifice their own interests; that the most brutal atrocity must be committed as a matter of mere convenience; that friends or
allies must be betrayed as matter of course as soon as they have served their purpose. But, it is also decreed that these atrocities
must be kept hidden from the common people except only where they are of use to strike terror to the hearts of opponents; that
there must be kept up a spurious aspect of benevolence and benefit for the greater number of the people, and even an aspect of
humility to gain as much help as possible."
E. C. Knuth in his book "The Empire of the "City": The Secret History of British Financial Power"
"We need governance that is adequate to the global world. We need a culture that will be uniform throughout the world. Unless
nations change the rules we will not have global governance."
Mikhail Gorbachev, former President of the USSR, in his keynote speech at the State of the World Forum 2000 in New
York
"Freidrich Hegel's Hegelian dialectic put forth a process whereby opposites 'thesis' and 'antithesis' are reconciled into 'synthesis'.
The Rothschild's Business Roundtable that sponsored him saw in the dialectic a boon to their monopolies by presenting phony
communism (antithesis) as bogeyman to capitalism (thesis)... By upholding Soviet state capitalism to all the world as an example
of "failed Communism", the bankers could discredit this dangerous idea while producing their desired 'synthesis' - a New World
Order ruled by the Illuminati banking families and Black Nobility monarchs, with laissez faire monopoly capitalism as their
economic paradigm."
Dean Henderson in his book "Big Oil & Their Bankers In The Persian Gulf"
"Ever since the days of Henry Ford, the Economic Elite have needed a thriving US middle class to increase growth and profits,
but now, in the global economy, they view the US middle class as obsolete. They increasingly look globally for profits and they
would rather pay cheap labour in countries like China and India."
David DeGraw
"The intent and purpose of the Committee of 300 is One World Government and a one-unit monetary system, under permanent
non-elected hereditary oligarchs. In this One World system, population will be limited by restrictions on the number of children
per family, diseases, wars, and famines, until one billion people who are useful to the ruling class, in areas which will be strictly
and clearly defined, remain as the total world population.
There will be no middle class, only rulers and the servants. All laws will be uniform under a legal system of world courts
practicing the same unified code of laws, backed up by a One World Government police force and a One World unified military.
Those who are obedient and subservient to the One World Government will be rewarded with the means to live; those who are
rebellious will simply be starved to death or be declared outlaws and targeted for elimination."
John Coleman in his book " The Committee of 300: The Conspirator's Hierarchy"
"If you wish to establish national monopolies, you must control national governments. If you wish to establish international
monopolies or cartels, you must control a world government."
Gary Allen in his book "None Dare Call It Conspiracy"

"The Rockefeller Foundation, working with John D. Rockefeller Ill's Population Council, the World Bank, the UN Development
Program and the Ford Foundation, and others, had been working with the WHO (World Health Organization) for 20 years to
develop an anti-fertility vaccine using tetanus, as well as with other vaccines."
F. William Engdahl in his book "Seeds of Destuction"
"There is a transnational ruling class, a "Superclass", that agrees on establishing a world government. The middle class is
targeted for elimination, because most of the world has no middle class, and to fully integrate and internationalize a middle class,
would require industrialization and development in Africa, and certain places in Asia and Latin America. The goal of the
Superclass is not to lose their wealth and power to a transnational middle class, but rather to extinguish the notion of a middle
class, and transnationalize a lower, uneducated, labor oriented class, through which they will secure ultimate wealth and power.
The global economic crisis serves these ends, as whatever remaining wealth the middle class holds is in the process of being
eliminated, and as the crisis progresses, the middle classes of the world will suffer, while a great percentage of lower classes of
the world, poverty-stricken even prior to the crisis, will suffer the greatest, most probably leading to a massive reduction in
population levels, particularly in the "underdeveloped" or "Third World" states."
Andrew Gavin Marshall, 'The Global Economic Crisis: The Great Depression of the XXI Century'
"The Party seeks power entirely for its own sake. We are not interested in the good of others; we are interested solely in power.
Not wealth or luxury or long life or happiness: only power, pure power.
We are different from all the oligarchs of the past, in that we know what we are doing. All the others, even those who resembled
ourselves, were cowards and hypocrites. The German Nazis and the Russian Communists came very close to us in their methods,
but they never had the courage to recognize their own motives. They pretended, perhaps they even believed, that they had seized
power unwillingly and for a limited time, and that just round the corner there lay a paradise where human beings would be free
and equal.
We are not like that. We know that no one ever seizes power with the intention of relinquishing it. Power is not a means; it is an
end. One does not establish a dictatorship in order to safeguard a revolution; one makes the revolution in order to establish the
dictatorship. The object of persecution is persecution. The object of torture is torture. The object of power is power."
George Orwell in his book "1984"
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